The ;~ ~tomatlc e~tractimt o~ scntar~tie ilthlrmatio~, ca-. pec{a.]ly ~emrmtic rel~tionships be~wemt words, from sat o~:-di~l~'y I~h~glish dictionaty it~ described. For the extra,trim b the mag,~etic tape re:eaton or' I, DOCE (l,oagman f)ictic,-~ry of (Jmttempotary E~glish, 1978 editimt) is loaded b~to a ~:elatk,aa] database system. Developed exgractimt pro!.,,~:;u~ts a.mdyze a definition se:uteltce in I,I)OCE with a pa,~te:r~t ~m~tching based algo*ithm. Si,tce this ~lgofithm is no t pe*[e(:t, the *esalt of ¢]te extra.el.trot h a~; been corn IJa.~:ed with sem~/ltic b, formatimt (sema.ntic markers) which gba ma.gnetic tape version o~ LI)OCI~ eontaiim. The zesnlt oi comparismt i~' a,b;o discussed for evaluating the !:e]iability of aucl~ ;,.tt alttontatic e×traetion.
m~tion which can be prepared for a large system. As a first step to construct ~ large scale semantic dictionary (lexical knowledge base) the authors of this paper have inspected a machine readable ordinary English dictionary LDOCE, Longrnan l)ictionary of Contempo,:ary English, 1.978 edition [Procter 1987 ].
Extr~m{ing semantic information ti'om an ordinary dictionary is ~n interesting research topic. One of the o~ims of automatic ex--traction is to produce a thesaurus. No'~l, for example, proposed the idea of thesaurus production fl'om LDOCE in [No~l 1982] .
Amsler also showed the result of automatic thesaurus production from a techniaeal encyclopedia [Amsler 1987 ]. Boguraev and AI--shawi have st ~ldied the. utilization of LDOCE for natural language proce~,:sfing re'.;earches in geuerM [Alshwai 1987 ,Bognraev 1987 .
in this paper, the automatic extraction of scntantic reh~tion-ships between words l¥om I,DOCE is described. For the ex--traction, the m~gnctic tape version of 1,1)OCE is loaded into relational d~.tabase system. Developc~ extraction programs analyze the definition sentence in LDOCE with a pattern matddng ba~d algorithm. Since this algorithm is not perfect, the result of the extrac;;ion ha'~ been compared with semantic information (sem~mtic markers) which the magnetic t~pe version of bDOCF, co~rtains. The result of comparison is also discussed ibr evaluating the reliaLility of such ~n automatic extraction.
,~ ~,DB Version of LDOCE hi genera.l, a dictionary consists of a complex dat~ structure: various relationships between words; grammatical information; usage l~otes, etc. ' ['here .fore, we need a special database ma.nagemer*t sy.~tem to handle dictionary data. l, br inst~nme, [Nag~m 1980] shows mlch a system for retrieving a Japanese dictionary. In this pa.per, however, the anthors are mainly interested in tile definition and tile sample sentence parts of I,I)()(?E, ira;read of complex relati, ms among inlbrmation in the dictionary.
For the sake of efticiency (including the cost of sy:;i.cm dc However, most of them have a link to another verb; at least one of the verb in a cyclic definitions is defined by another verb.
Since no reader of LDOCE cml understand the meaning of these verbs only from the dictionary, these may be a kind of bug of the dictionary. However, these cyclically defined verbs seem to correspond to semanlic primitives, which are first introduced to AI works by [Sehank 1975] . Semantic primitives may be defined outside of linfuislic words. Details of the result of extraction are discussed in [Nakamura 1986 ].
3o2 Key Noun and Function Noun Extraction Program
We cau apply a similar algorithm to definitions of nouns, although the pattern of definitions of nouns is mo~e complex than that of verbs, ln~cting definitions with LDOCE/ttDB, most of them a~e, classified into two forms: As shown in table 6, the key noun of highest frequency is person (2174 times) and for function noun is type (1064 times) except null function noun (pattern 1).
'lYaversing is-a relation, for example, a thesaurus has been obtained [Nakamura 1987] . Table 7 shows a part of the autmnatically obtained thesaurus, whose 'root' word is person: actor is a-kind-of person; comedian, ezlra, ham, and mime are a-kind-of actor; comedienne is a-kind-of comedian.
Comparison between Result of Extraction and BOX Code
The thesmlrus produced from LDOCE by the key noun and key verb extraction programs is all approximate one, and, obviously, contains several errors. The key noun of abbreviation 1, for example, is shorler in table 5, because the current program ignores ing-formed words. However, it should be making. (Even if we (:hanged the extraction algorithm, still we have a problem that making is not a simple noun, but a gerund. We need to define noun-verb semantic relations.) To evaluate the quality of the produced thesaurus, the noun part of the thesaurus has been compared with the semantic markers in LDOCE. These semantic markers have a hierarci~y as shown in fi,% ure 2. ~br example, 'Human' , 'Plant', and 'A~dmaF are sub.
elassificatior, s of 'animate (Q)?
In the following part of this s&tion, the comparison betwee~ semantic markers of LDOCE and the thesaurus constrn&ed ti:o~, ~he definitions of nouns in LDOCE is discussed ikon~ ~;he view 
Nouns Marked as 'Inanimate'
Some 'Inanimate' nouns are correctly identified in the produced thesaurus (table 11) . Especially, 39% of nouns under the noun liquid have 'Liquid' markers, and 56~ of nmms under the noun gas have 'Gas' markers.
However, many <Inanimate' nouns are defined by substance in LDOCE. Sub-classification of these noun is expr(~sed with a compound word (or an adjective) as shown in table 11: coke is a solid substance; fluorine is a non-metallic substance. Since the currect extraction program does not handle a compound word, the thesaurus cannot express these classification.
4.5
Other Typical Nouns
Several typical nouns in the produced thesaurus are also compared with markers of LDOCE. Because the current system can.
not distinguish senses of nouns, nouns which have several different senses causes a problem. A typical example is found in the definitions whose key noun is case. As shown in table 12, altache ease and tesl ease are both defined by case; these expr~ses corn pletely different concept. In 30 nouns whose key noun is case, Difficulity of semantic marking is also found. For example, lexicographers could not mark 'movable (J)' and 'Solid' systematically. For example, some nouns whose key noun is cloth are marked as 'Solid', and others are marked as 'movable (J)' (table 13). This is a problem in gathering of semantic information itself.
Conclusion
The extraction of semantic relations between verbs and nouns from LDOCE is discussed. Data from the magnetic version of LDOCE is first loaded into a relational database system for simplicity of retrieving. For the extraction of semantic relations, programs to find key verb, key noun, and function noun have been developed. Using these programs, the thesaurus is automatically produced.
• b evaluate the quality of the noun part of the produced thesaurus, it is compared with the semantic markers in LDOCE. Although the produced thesaurus has several problems such as the difficulty of expressing disjunctive concepts, the comparison between the produced thesaurus and semantic markers in LDOCE shows the possibility of sub-classifiCation of 'abstract' nouns.
